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Mountain Stream
Fly-fishing
Rainwater gathers itself into rivulets
and streamlets and then comes
together into something that the
tenkara angler loves, the Mountain
Stream. Spotted trout lie hidden in
the shadows, among the cobbles and
clean, round gravel. The tenkara
angler lifts the fly and effortlessly
casts it to another pocket. Falling
from above, “from heaven”, the
tenkara fly lands and the untroubled
trout takes.
A rod, a line, a fly – fly-fishing at its
simplest.

About Tenkara
Tenkara is the traditional Japanese method of fly-fishing that uses only a rod, line and
fly. Simplicity, precise casting, delicate presentation, unsurpassed fly control – these are
a few of the things that distinguish tenkara. As a plus, the gear is super compact and
only the truly essential is used, making it ideal for backpacking, or simply going farther
as you explore your favorite stream. Tenkara anglers take advantage of a long rod and
light line to achieve fly presentations not possible with western tackle.
Tenkara has a long history. Developed in the mountain streams of Japan, tenkara was
the original domain of commercial anglers, professional fishermen who used to catch
native trout (amago, iwana, yamame, ito) for a living. Its history is suspected to go back
at least four hundred years, though little of it is documented. One thing is for certain,
however, the original tenkara anglers were the most efficient fly anglers the world has
ever seen. And they did it all with only the necessary equipment: rod, line, and often
one fly pattern – no reel, no floatant, no split-shot, no indicators.

The more you know,
the less you need.
Beyond the absence of a reel, tenkara
is about the experience, and also about
reliance on technique instead of gear.
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The name tenkara is written in Japanese katakana characters (normally used for
foreign words): テンカラ - our logo is based on the first character of tenkara: “Te”/
テ. A commonly accepted meaning to the word is “from heaven” or “from the skies”.
Speculation is that this name came about because of the way a fly softly falls on the
water as if coming “from the skies”. Regardless of the origins or possible interpretations,
the name tenkara is used to describe this very specific method of fishing.
In tenkara there is no reel; only rod, line and fly. The most obvious difference
between tenkara and modern western fly-fishing is the absence of a reel. Rods are
between 11ft and 14ft 7inches long. A fixed length of line, ranging from the same
length as the rod to as much as 2.5 times the rod length - is attached directly to the
tip of the rod. The flies are very cool, the most characteristic have their hackle facing
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forward, and typically tenkara anglers stick with one fly pattern only! All you truly need
is rod, line, tippet and fly.
The biggest advantage of tenkara can be seen in mountain streams – large or small
where currents and features are abundant and the line being kept off the water means
no mending. Tenkara is not limited to small streams, and can be well-suited for many
types of trout waters, big and small, as well as on warm water fisheries, ponds and lakes.
But, if we can suggest it, go fish a mountain stream.
Tenkara is not dapping and it’s not cane-pole fishing, it is fly-fishing. In fact,
tenkara is very much how western fly-fishing started. Fly casting is necessary just as
in western fly-fishing, yet most people find that learning to cast a tenkara rod is more
intuitive than a western fly rod. Landing a fish without a reel is also very easy and
intuitive, one simply raises the rod tip, and brings the fish in.
The tenkara rod is long, but telescopes to a small portable size. A tenkara rod is
much longer than a western fly rod, and this is where much of the advantage is gained.
The long rod allows for great reach, and for the line to be kept entirely off the water so
it is not susceptible to the varying current speeds and eddies of the stream Although the
rod may be in excess of 12ft long, the telescoping design allows it to be packed down
an average of twenty inches in length, making it perfect for the hiking, traveling and
backpacking.
Tenkara is very easy to learn, yet provides the opportunity for lifelong learning.
Tenkara can be a valuable tool to get beginners involved in the sport, anyone can
quickly pick up on the intuitive nature of casting and landing a fish with tenkara. Yet,
its focus on technique instead of gear provides experienced fly anglers with a method to
be mastered over many years. It can be as simple as one wants it to be.
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The Essence
of Tenkara
Tenkara’s effectiveness can be largely
attributed to the combination of a
long rod, and light line. Keeping the
line off the water at good distances
eliminates drag, and allows for great
control over the fly.
This is what tenkara looks like.

Dr. Hisao Ishigaki
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About Daniel
Tenkara USA, founder
There is a pretty long version of how
I came to discover tenkara, but one
day I did and fell in love with it. After
thirteen years of fly-fishing, I saw in
tenkara the perfect mix of fly-fishing
elegance, that childhood fishing
simplicity, minimalism/portability for
backpacking, and a new challenge.
Shortly after starting Tenkara USA, I
met my teacher, Dr. Hisao Ishigaki,
the leading authority on tenkara in
Japan. Under his close tutelage and the
teachings of the best tenkara masters, I
have learned more about tenkara than
anyone outside of Japan. As the first
person to introduce tenkara outside
of Japan, my goal is to introduce the
traditional practice of tenkara to
anyone interested in a simpler method
of fly-fishing.

About Tenkara USA
Tenkara USA is the first and only company dedicated to introducing tenkara outside
of Japan. Founded in April 2009 by Daniel W. Galhardo, Tenkara USA is a fully
independent US-based company.
The vision for Tenkara USA is to introduce tenkara outside of Japan, to open the doors
to people who like the idea of fly-fishing but have always found western fly-fishing
too complex, and to excite experienced fly anglers through an undeniably effective but
simpler approach to fly-fishing.
“To have created a small revolution in the stagnant fly-fishing industry, introducing
tenkara to lots of people who would never otherwise have taken up fly-fishing, and
especially getting to fish with and witness my fly-fishing heroes (Craig Mathews, Ed
Engle, John Gierach, Ralph and Lisa Cutter, and Yvon Chouinard) adopt tenkara has
made me incredibly proud of having created Tenkara USA”, says Daniel.
Through frequent visits to Japan, including a recent 2-month stay in a remote
mountain village, Tenkara USA has developed very strong relationships with tenkara
masters in Japan. We rely heavily on their knowledge and feedback to ensure our
products, like the knowledge we share, are of highest quality and true to the tenkara
traditions.
Tenkara USA products have acquired renown worldwide, applause from our teachers in
Japan, and passionate devotion by our customers.

Photo by Ryan Jordan
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Tenkara Community
I liked the way I could gracefully pick apart a small stream with
the long tenkara rod and light line, and I enjoyed the refreshing
lack of clutter.
-John Gierach, author
It was a perfect drag-free presentation…more perfect than any
Western fly rod could ever approach the situation.
-Ralph and Lisa Cutter, authors and fly-fishing instructors
It’s fly-fishing…It’s the purest form of the sport…I think it will
be the salvation of fly-fishing.
-Yvon Chouinard, founder of Patagonia
The day I discovered tenkara gear and fishing was the day I
knew that for me at least, fly fishing would be changed forever…
perhaps the most extraordinary advance in backcountry gear in
the past decade.
-Ryan Jordan, founder and CEO of Backpackinglight.com

Like the natural force of gravity gathers
small streams together into bigger
streams and then into rivers, tenkara has
drawn individuals together from across
the country and the world to form a
passionate and thriving community.
Tenkara has resonated, it has inspired,
and it has encouraged people to think
in different ways. Because of the tenkara
community, tenkara is here to stay.
The tenkara community is one of the
things of which Tenkara USA is most
proud.
Made up of the early adopters, the
open-minded experienced fly anglers,
the enthusiastic brand-new fly anglers,
bloggers and fishing guides – the
community is passionate about sharing
the tenkara experience.
Please visit: www.tenkarausa.com/forum
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Tenkara
Gear
Catalog
Ordering information on page 31

About Tenkara Rods
Each element in tenkara fly-fishing,
being vital and necessary, has been
refined and perfected to be the best at its
purpose. Our rods have been designed
to stay true to tenkara traditions and
bring the best of tenkara to you.

Tenkara Rods

Their length ranges from 11ft to 14ft
7in, which translates into a huge
advantage for tenkara in mountain
streams, small or large.
Tenkara rods are telescopic and ultraportable. Their average collapsed length
is a mere 20 inches; each segment
remains protected inside making them
ideal for backpacking.
All our rods are 100% guaranteed for
life. Due to their telescopic nature,
segments may be easily replaced if
needed.

ITO 13ft/14ft 7in (390-450cm) 6:4 soft
The most versatile tenkara rod anywhere, the Ito has soft action and can be fished at
13ft or14ft 7inches.It is the premium rod we always wanted.
Weight: 4.1 oz; Closed length: 25.8 in; Open length: 13ft or 14ft 7in; Handle
length: 12 in; Segments: 9; Finish: matte black with dark blue sections

All our rods have been designed by Tenkara USA,
in the US, and are manufactured in China.
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$235.95
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Tenkara Rods

Choosing a Rod

IWANA 12ft (360cm) 6:4

We have kept our lineup simple while trying to offer a good selection of authentic
tenkara rods. A couple of considerations:

The lightest feeling tenkara rod, it is an ideal all-arounder for most trout streams. You
can’t go wrong with the Iwana. It has faster action for pin-point accuracy.
Weight: 2.7 oz; Closed length: 20 1/2 in; Open length: 12 ft; Handle length: 11 in;
Segments: 9; Finish: glossy carbon with dark green stripes
Add-on available: shorten your Iwana with a 10 or 11ft rod handle section

$157.95
$39.95

AYU 13ft (390cm) 5:5
A very versatile length, it’s ideal for wider and more open streams. This mid-weight
tenkara rod has a softer action, making the rod do more of the work for you.
Weight: 3.6 oz; Closed length: 20 in; Open length: 13 ft; Handle length: 11 in;
Segments: 9; Finish: glossy carbon with dark green stripes at end of segment
3/4

1/4

$165.95
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Rod Length: Consider the longest rod that is practical for the water that you

are fishing. Longer rods give you the most control over the line and fly over long
distances, and allow you to keep your arm closer to you so you don’t get tired by having
to extend your arm out. Are your typical streams small and brushy with overhead
cover? Then the 12-ft Iwana (maybe with a 11ft handle) may be the best choice. On
larger, more open waters consider the Ayu (13-ft), Amago (13.5 ft) or Ito (variable 13ft or 14’-7 inches). The 12-ft rods like the Iwana, and Yamame offer a good all-around
length.

Fish Size: Tenkara is made for typical mountain stream trout (10-20”), and is not
ideal for targeting very large fish (e.g. steelhead or similar fish). With that being said,
all rods are made with very high-quality carbon-fiber and are capable of handling most
fish. If you’re frequently catching fish over 17”, please consider the 12ft Yamame, or the
13ft6in Amago, which we designed to have more backbone and assist in landing larger
fish more quickly. Otherwise any rod will work fine.
Rod Action: Fishing rods come in different “actions”: some are softer (.e.g 5:5)

others are stiffer/faster (6:4 or 7:3). Tenkara USA rods are rated using the “Tenkara
Action Index©”. This index tells anglers where the rod will flex when given a firm
shake. A 5:5 rating indicates a rod where the rod will flex in the middle portion,
translating into a softer-feeling rod. A 6:4 rod indicates the rod flexes 6/10th of the way
up, translating into a more precise cast and higher sensitivity, and so forth.
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Tenkara Rods
YAMAME 12ft (360cm) 7:3
This is our fastest/stiffest rod with good length for any stream and more backbone
to handle larger fish. Casting feels precise and powerful. These rods have a subdued
matte finish.
Weight: 3.6 oz; Closed length: 201/4 in; Open length: 12 ft; Handle length: 10.5 in;
Segments: 9; Finish: yellow matte finish

$139.95

AMAGO 13ft 6in (410cm) 6:4
This is our “large fish/large river” rod. It has a matte black finish for reduced light
reflection. The handle was meticulously designed to provide good counterbalance to
the long rod and for extra comfort on a long day of casting.
Weight: 3.5 oz; Closed length: 21 1/8 in; Open length: 13 1/2 ft; Segments: 10;
Handle length: 11 in; Finish: matte black

$169.95
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About Tenkara Lines
In tenkara fly-fishing, the line must load
the rod to cast forward the virtually
weightless fly. Tenkara rods allow for
much lighter lines to be cast than any
western fly rod, translating into drag-free
drifts.
Tenkara USA traditional lines are furled
and tapered and designed to be easily cast
and quick to setup. They are a great line
for anyone starting in tenkara.
Tenkara USA level lines have a constant
diameter and can be kept off the water
at greater distances. We recommend
starting with a line the same length as
the rod (plus 4 feet of tippet), and if so
desired using as much as 30ft of line.
The #4.5 line is easier to cast and
appropriate for most fishing conditions.
The #3.5 is easier to keep off the water at
longer distances.
We like to recommend that you try both
the traditional line and the level line as
you may soon find a preference for one
or the other.
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Tenkara Lines
Traditional Tenkara Line
Tenkara USA’s traditional lines are
tapered and have been developed to
cast in perfect balance with our rods.
They are very easy to cast, are supple
for minimized drag and memory and
will make very delicate presentations.
Length is fixed. Made in USA
$19.95
10 1/2 ft
$24.95
13 ft

Tenkara Level Line
High-visibility fluorocarbon designed
to cast your fly with precision, and
being kept off the water at great
distances – a hallmark of tenkara.
Spools of 35ft of line allow the angler
to cut and use the desired length of
line. Made in Japan
#3.5 (easier to keep off the water) $12.35
$12.35
#4.5 (easier to cast)
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About Tenkara Flies
Tenkara flies place less emphasis on
imitation and more on presentation
and manipulation, reflecting a general
tenkara philosophy: technique instead
of gear.
“When I first heard of the concept
of using only one fly pattern I was
very skeptical”, says Daniel Galhardo,
Tenkara USA founder. “Under the
teachings of Dr. Ishigaki, I learned that
most tenkara anglers stick with their one
fly pattern, which they use anywhere,
anytime. Learning how to use my one
fly anywhere has been liberating, and
very effective. I no longer have to worry
about what is hatching, nor do I have
to keep switching flies.” Tenkara USA
has curated a selection of four simple
fly patterns used by tenkara masters in
Japan.
Rule of thumb: size 12 flies in most
conditions, larger flies (size 8) for faster
water or places with larger insects, and
smaller flies (size 16) for more pressured
waters and waters with smaller naturals.

Flies

Ishigaki Sakasa Kebari
Size 12
Set of 3

$7.50

Takayama Sakasa Kebari
Size 16
Set of 3

*Sakasa= reverse hackle, Kebari= fly
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Fujioka Sakasa Kebari
Size 12
Set of 3

$7.50

Oki Sakasa Kebari
$7.50

Size 8
Set of 3

$7.50
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About Tenkara Nets
Tenkara nets make landing a fish more
enjoyable: easier to handle them,
easier on the fish, and a great tool for
photographing the catch in the water.
Inspired by the design of the original
Japanese tenkara nets, which are made
by artisans from a single tree branch,
our nets will revolutionize the way you
think about nets:
The frame is positioned at an angle
from the handle, a simple but incredible
improvement over western nets: tuck
the net handle through your wading
belt, and the offset angle keeps the
net off your back allowing for free
movement. After netting the fish, kneel
down and press the handle behind
your knee, thus freeing both hands.
The super fine hand-made mesh (2mm
gaps) evenly cradles the fish, minimizing
damage to its skin and preventing it
from getting stuck as may happen with
wider-gapped nets. The mesh will not
absorb water, thus drying with a quick
shake. And, it will never snag your fly.
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Tenkara Net
Tenkara Net
These nets will make you change the
way you think about fly-fishing nets.
Their elegant and functional design are
unmatched.
Net frame diameter: 10.6in (27cm)
Handle length: 12in (30.48cm)
Weight: 5.3oz (150g)
Mesh Bag Depth: 8in (20.3cm)
$89.95

Tenkara Mesh Bag
For any angler desiring to make his
own net, instructions and resources are
available in our forum:
www.tenkarausa.com/forum.
These hand-made mesh bags will gently
cradle your fish, and will never snag
your fly. Mesh bags available directly
from Tenkara USA only.
$42.95
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Accessories

Additional Items
Line Holder

Tenkara Leather Wallet

The most convenient way to manage
and store your lines. When walking
through the woods or going home:
collapse your rod, secure your fly on one
of the notches, wind the line around the
holder, secure it between the foam and
the spool and slide it over your rod.
$9.95

$185.95

Tenkara DVD

Forceps/Nippers
A small, ultra-light forceps with a flat
tip to remove barbs from your flies
and to remove hooks set deeper in a
fish. Small nipper to cut tippet when
replacing your fly.

$11.95
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Designed and hand-made in small
quantities by artisan Kazuhiro Kuwata
(Gifu prefecture, Japan) exclusively
for Tenkara USA these leather wallets
embody the simplicity of tenkara
in an original and authentic design.
Available directly from Tenkara USA
only – please check our website or call
for availability.

Most of our videos are available for
free on the web:
www.tenkarausa.com/videos
But, if you’re interested in owning a
DVD with the videos we made, we
made one with a super cool design of
a Japanese trout, the yamame. Own it
for posterity and for offline viewing.
$9.95
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The Tenkara USA Guarantee

How to Order

Tenkara USA is very proud of being the first company to introduce tenkara outside
of Japan. We want your experience with tenkara and Tenkara USA gear to be nothing
short of extraordinary, after-all the growth and viability of tenkara in the US depends
on it.

Orders may be placed directly with us (online or over the phone), or through one
of our dealers.

Our first priority is to make great performing products that are durable and longlasting. This is a job that we take very seriously with continued improvement of our
products based on your feedback.
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For your convenience we highly encourage you to order online through our secure
website: www.tenkarausa.com.
Should you need assistance or prefer to place an order offline please contact us at:
info@tenkarausa.com or 888.i.tenkara (888.483.6527)

We offer a lifetime guarantee on all Tenkara USA rods and make it very easy and
inexpensive to get rods repaired or replaced – often by quickly sending you replacement
parts. All other items are guaranteed free of defects.

We accept all major credit cards, checks and money orders.

We encourage you to give tenkara a try. If for any reason you feel tenkara is not a
good fit for you, we offer 60-day returns and exchanges on rods, 14 days on leather
wallets and T-shirts.

We offer ground shipping (cost for most orders is $9.00 - USPS/UPS Ground or Fedex
Ground depending on destination), or expedited 2-day shipping (cost for most orders is
$38 - UPS 2-day or USPS Express)

The bottom line: As the first company introducing tenkara outside of Japan we
want people to give tenkara a try and don’t want any broken Tenkara USA rods out
there. We want you to be fishing with them and sharing your tenkara experience
with others.

Orders ship the next business day (orders placed by 12:00PM PST may ship the same
day on a best-effort basis)

*Please contact us before returning items for refunds or exchanges

International warehouses in Canada and the UK available for international orders.
Please visit www.tenkarausa.com to place your order.

Shipping

Tenkara International™
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Tenkara USA and the Environment

Tenkara Resources
Tenkara USA Blog

From day one, Tenkara USA has made a firm commitment to donate at least 1% sales
to support environmental organizations. This money goes to grassroots organizations
that protect the resources our customers enjoy the most: mountain streams.

Please visit
www.tenkarausa.com/blog for the
best resource on tenkara anywhere. Our
posts reveal the multiple, fascinating
layers of tenkara. There is more to it
than first meets the eye.

We have set our commitment on stone by joining 1% for the Planet®, an initiative
founded by Yvon Chouinard of Patagonia and Craig Mathews of Blue Ribbon Flies (a
Tenkara USA dealer).
Regardless of profits, 1% of our sales are donated each year to conservation groups such
as Trout Unlimited. In addition, 10% (up to $10) of every fishing item purchased is
paid as an excise tax to the government and benefits the Department of Fish and Game.
The bottom line: regardless of how we manage our business finances, for every new
tenkara angler an average of $16 is given to the environment on his first purchase
alone.

Tenkara Guide Network

Guides can provide great value by
sharing in-depth knowledge on local
waters and techniques. The Tenkara
Guide Network will put you in touch
with knowledgeable guides who offer
tenkara as part of their service. Read
more about the Tenkara Guide Network
at www.tenkarausa.com/TGN
TENKARA

GUIDE

NETWORK
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*The Tenkara Guide Network is a directory of
guides, Tenkara USA is not responsible or liable for
their services.
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Instructions

Rod Care and Notes
1. Wipe each segment with a dry cloth as you close the rod at the end of the day. Do
not store wet.
2. After fishing, open the cap at the bottom of the rod to let out any water accumulated
inside.
3. Periodically take pieces apart through the bottom of the rod and clean each piece
thoroughly with a damp cloth. Let them dry completely before putting back together.
4. Please follow instructions on using the rod, especially on leaving hard tip inside the
rod while setting it up. Most breakages occur when tying or removing your line to the
rod tip and snapping it.
5. Do not store rod or line in a hot and/or humid area (e.g. trunk of your car).
6. Be careful with sharp edges of rod segment ends when collapsing or carrying your
rod.
7. Rods can conduct electricity. Do not use in thunderstorms or near sources of
electricity.
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Opening and Closing the Rod
1. Remove the top plug, and tilt the
rod slightly to expose the soft braided
material (AKA: lillian).
2. To prevent tip breakage, leave hard
tip inside the rod (hold it there with
one finger to keep it from coming out
and snapping), and using the knots
suggested on the next page, connect
your line to the lillian.
3. With one hand holding the rod by
the opening and starting with the rod
tip, slide each segment out until they
become snug with the next segment.
Pull all segments out in order.
4. To close the rod, push segments
in, always starting with the thickest
segment and collapsing them in order.
It’s best to have the rod parallel to the
ground or at a low angle to prevent
pieces from sliding in out of order.
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Setting Up The Line, Part 1

Leave
at least
1/2”
tag

To loosen
knot

Setting Up The Line, Part 2

Traditional line to rod

Tippet to traditional line

1. Tie a stopper knot on the rod tip
(Lillian). An overhand knot is enough.
2. Form a girth-hitch, and, while
leaving the hard tip of the rod inside,
slip the girth-hitch over the Lillian, and
tighten it against the stopper knot.

Loop-to-loop

Level line to rod
1. Form a simple slip knot with the
level line.
2. With the hard tip of the rod inside,
expose only the soft tip (lillian), and
pass it through the slip knot twice.

Note: There is no need for a leader.

Tippet is attached to the traditional
line or the level line in one of the
following ways. We recommend using
approximately 4 ft of 5X tippet

Main
Line

Leave at
least 1/2” tag

Add between
2 and 5 feet of
tippet

Trim excess

Tippet to level line
1. Make a stopper knot on the end of
your level line
2. Tie a slip knot as in the illustration.
3. Tighten the tippet against the
stopper knot.
* There is no need to cut any of your level line when
replacing tippet.

To tighten
knot
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Casting

Landing Fish

Casting with tenkara is very similar as with western fly-fishing.
The main difference is that you can cast a much lighter line with it. The casting stroke
is a bit shorter (stop at 12 o’clock on the back cast, instead of further back). The casting
can also be a bit more delicate. And, with the intent of keeping the line off the water,
with just fly and tippet in the water, stop the rod a bit higher on the forward cast too.

Landing is one of the most intuitive parts of tenkara. Though may people ask, “how
do you land a fish without a reel”, the answer is very simple: the same way you do
with a reel. When possible, angle the rod tip so it is above you or right behind you,
bring the fish or line closer to you, and depending on how much line you’re using (we
recommend starting with a length no more than 2ft longer than the rod), grab the fish
(or net it), or grab the line, calmly bring the fish closer to you, and net it (or grab it).

Tips: Keep your arm close to your body and relaxed. •Use less power. •The most

common error is to overpower the cast. •Stop the back-cast at the 12 o’clock position.
be afraid of using your wrist, this will allow for more of the rod to work for you.

•Don’t
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Tips: Don’t lift your arm high when landing a fish, it is much easier to control the
fish with your arm close to you. •Bring the fish to calm water and calmly land it.
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Tenkara

The Tenkara Experience
Trout are beautiful and they live in beautiful places. We desire a connection to
these fish and to the places where they live. Tenkara gives us a simple and direct
connection.
Working with what the river gives him, the tenkara angler holds the rod
comfortably low. The line is kept high off the water to avoid the pull of interceding
currents, to allow the fly to linger, to drift naturally in the soft spots among
boulders, eddies, currents and seams, or to be manipulated as if it were alive.
Tenkara is about simple connections – to the river, to the fly, to the fish. The long
rod and fixed length of line allow a direct connection to the fly across the river,
giving the angler control and feel - and yes, even reach - not possible with western
gear.
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One fly
Tenkara anglers commonly use the
simplest fly they can tie, and stick
with that one pattern while counting
on different techniques to entice fish.
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In Search of Tenkara
I was clinging to mossy rock, half of my body under a waterfall. Fifty feet straight
below, the waterfall crashed into a small basin sending mist into the air and
keeping my companions wet. Features on the rock face were disappearing and all
sounds – my friends’ chatter, the roaring waterfall, my own breath – stopped.
Eight hours earlier, we had rappelled down a 70ft waterfall. We fished a stream
that ran for miles between two impassable, verdant, mossy rock walls, inside a
seemingly impenetrable jungle. We caught many of the wild Yamato Iwana, rare
on accessible streams in the area. Upon reaching the top of the last waterfall of the
day, I thought about my first encounter and subsequent visits with Dr. Ishigaki,
my teacher, who taught me how to properly fish tenkara. I thought about my
recent meeting with 89-year-old Mr.. Ishimaru Shotaro, who, some 77 years earlier,
had to learn tenkara by observing a stranger from a distance. And I thought about
all I had discovered in regards to tenkara through other encounters, much reading,
and through teaching it.
Four years earlier I had first heard about tenkara. The thought of a simpler
way of fly-fishing appealed to me: only rod, line and fly. The ultra-light,
minimalist and compact nature of the gear, ideal for backpacking and
adventures such as this, ensured I could always carry the gear along.
Continued on page 51
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Tenkara Masters
The concept of a “master” is part of
Japanese culture, and I’m honored to
have learned from some of the best.
Mr. Ishimaru Shotaro may have been
one of the first tenkara teachers in
Japan when he decided to teach this art,
which he learned by secretly observing
a stranger from a distance when he was
a kid.
At 89 years old, with frail legs, Mr.
Shotaro had not been able to get back
in the water for 3 years. After speaking
about tenkara, revealing great stories
and a fascinating history, he decided he
wanted to fish again, he wanted to fish
with me.
“Tsuri o shimashoo” (let’s go fishing), he
said. One of his old students, who had
come along, and I helped him put on
his waders and together we walked into
the stream again. The light rain didn’t
bother him a bit; he was happy to fish
once more.

Then, the effectiveness and advantages of tenkara over western fly-fishing struck
me. There really is no need for a reel in mountain streams.
Finally, I noticed there was a lot more to tenkara, and I should go in search of it.
And so, here I was, spending 2 months in Japan, on my third visit, seeking to reveal
the deep layers of tenkara. Tenkara is easy, and though superficially very simple, I
have found that the more I learned, the more there was to learn.
I learned that the flower of tenkara is the Fuji no hana (aka. Hysteria); that fuzzy
material from a fern (the Osmunda family) can be used as dubbing on flies. Though
I release almost all fish I catch, I learned about cooking trout shioyaki style: only
sea-salt as seasoning coating the trout skin, skewered, and prepared over a fire.
Then, I learned that after eating a trout, I can honor it by not letting anything go
to waste and preparing something called kotsuzake: lightly roast its bones over the
fire and put them in warm sake - a ritual of mine if I must eat a fish that I catch.
Tenkara nets are made from one single branch of a tree yet perform so much better
in a stream that I now comfortably carry a net with me … or I can leave it behind if
I have to climb waterfalls.
There is as little or as much to tenkara as one wants to make of it. In Japan, they
say “tenkara has ten colors”. The search for tenkara is a personal one. But, here is
a hint: with as little as possible between you and the fish, you can find tenkara on
any stream you visit.
continued from page…49
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Catch and Release
Tenkara began with the original commercial fishermen of the Japanese mountains a few
hundred years ago. These fishermen used tenkara as a means to an end – it was a way
to earn a living, and they were good at it. So good that 100 fish a day were common.
Mr. Shotaro from the previous page was not a commercial fisherman, but when he was
growing up he could catch a lot of fish, 150 was his record.
Times have changed. With the advent of dams, increased water usage, deforestation,
urbanization, growing populations…cold-water resources and cold-water fish are
increasingly pressured and imperiled.
People should not be denied the right to eat a fish that they catch, perhaps even enjoy a
cup of kotsuzake afterwards (page 51). But, luckily we don’t need to depend on fishing
for food anymore: an energy bar has similar calorie and protein values as a trout.
After spending two months in Japan and seeing the poor fishing in the country due to
factors such as dams and overfishing, I have become a much stronger believer in the
importance of catch and release and responsible taking. Things are not as they once
were in Japan or anywhere else in the world.
When I asked Mr. Shotaro why he was able to learn tenkara by observing a stranger
from a distance when nowadays people think fly-fishing is difficult despite the wide
availability of resources such as books and videos, he responded, “there were a lot more
fish back then”.
Please Catch and Release.
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“The way toward mastery of any
endeavor is to work toward simplicity;
replace complex technology with
knowledge, hard work and skill.”
- Yvon Chouinard, founder and CEO of Patagonia
Quoted from his article “Simple Gifts” on tenkara and simplicity.
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